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data ethics
what, why, how



• >10 years in data protection
• in-house DPO, now freelance advisor
• professional nerd
• human rights enthusiast

Rowenna Fielding



ethics????



ethics:

“don’t be a git*”

*terms & conditions apply



how not to take data protection very seriously



data ethics:

“with great power 
comes great 

responsibility
not to be a git”



how not to take data protection very seriously





law vs risk vs ethics
state-enforced rules

adverse effects may occur

we’re [not] okay with this

related; but not the same



data harm

-H/T Sir Terry Pratchett: Carpe Jugulum

starts with treating people* as things
*and their data





A few weeks later, I received the decision from Immigration that I was denied 
residency because I did not meet the medical standard required. Based solely 
on my BMI. All of my medical tests had been good. Nothing raised any flags, 
or fell outside of normal parameters. But my BMI was over 30, so nothing 
else apparently mattered. 



here be dragons



being gits: y tho

perverse incentives
conflicting imperatives
cognitive bias

malice

indifference

negligence

naivete



macro effects

profiling >> discrimination
surveillance >> oppression
algorithmic judgement >> injustice
automation >> dehumanisation



beware of data entitlement



assuming:
can = should
want = ok to take
can reach = must grab
‘it’s just data’



what are ‘data ethics’?



principles

empathy
agency
fairness
good faith

cui malo? 
can you do better?
should you try?

+ data protection by design & 
default



strategy

who has the final say?
how to handle ethical conflict?

make time, energy and space for ethics
keep track of decisions

policy



what matters?
are ethical conflicts recognised?

red lines and thresholds
processes and mechanisms

standards

culture



data ethics dilemmas:
1. email platform data reuse

- profiling and targeting
- alternatives >> +££? 
- no/low liability risk

ethics?



data ethics dilemmas:
2. charity social media tool

- scan followers for distress 
keywords

- send ‘u ok hon?’ msg
- outsourced to digital marketing co

ethics?



data ethics dilemmas:
2. recruitment AI

- biometric analysis
- automated assessment & score
- black-box algorithms

ethics?



Open Data Institute: Data Ethics Canvas

https://theodi.org/article/the-data-ethics-canvas-2021/


6 data ethics essentials
remember: *people*
no evil genius required
self-check
detoxify org environment
use ethics frameworks
stay watchful



respect human beings

do data ethics

be awesome



missinfogeek.net
Linkedin.com/RowennaFielding
@MissIG_Geek
Patreon.com/MissIGGeek

shameless plug: get help

https://missinfogeek.net/
https://linked.com/rowennafielding
https://twitter.com/MissIG_Geek
https://patreon.com/MissIGGeek



